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The immortality of the soul is about only one aspect which is the Aether in the soul.

This exists and will survive from all people as always in the universe traces from comets will exist, or carbon, or hydrogen. This lives on by default.

This does not die but this does not have any content either, so its existence is like saying the body has air and when it dies the air gets released from the lungs and ends up in the atmosphere, so "something" from us lives.

This is as if saying "the carbon of the body survives after death". Yes, it does. But this has nothing to do with the individual.

In my other posts I have explained in depth and this is from direct experience, how the process of reincarnation takes place. Ancients knew all of this. The one aspect that can live for a prolonged period after death is the translated by Egyptians as "Heart" or consciousness which is something the Gods do themselves consciously maintain alive and reincarnate. This however had no abilities and is a lot like a hard drive without a computer system to make it work. This is because they themselves reincarnate and keep this alive, and even this is not really "Immortal". They keep our souls alive and superior beings can make this happen.

This is not the Ka or the Ba which is the Astral body. For the astral body to live one needs to progress with Meditation and the Magnum Opus. This deals with empowering the Soul to be able to exist in the invisible to our linear eyes, light spectrum. To immortalize this astral body is one part of the Mangum Opus and happens by empowering the the Astral body with meditation and specific procedures so that it never loses on this energy.

For more in-depth into this go into the Library and look into the Dealing With Astral Entities series. The Gods can even keep astral bodies alive for a very long time through which naturally this would be impossible, and even people who do not meditate. At the correct time, they will reincarnate said person to continue their ascent. The Gods have powers that we call Supernatural but are results of expanded rule of the higher powers of nature over the lower ones. Our Gods are consistent with nature.

The enemy is wholly artificial and against all of the above. This has made them really failed species overall.

In regards to the existence of random elements left behind. Clearly nothing of someone lives in this case.
This vital air left behind, as with the body that is eaten by worms, can become a vegetable or soil, or food for vultures. This is not immortality its a natural circle. Our molecules exist but without us. You are not conscious of every hair you have lost or every skin cell that has died. But it is somewhere and it will become something else on the passing of time. Its a lie to call this "immortality".

The soul is not "immortal", and were this the case, all the rituals of the Orphics and all of Paganism wouldn't be about posthumous rites, meditative techniques to stay alive after death, and the Magnum Opus. Reincarnation into a rock that exists indefinitely doesn't exist either. Plato which is commonly mentioned on this so called Immortality of the Soul was speaking if other things and as a great person, had his writings corrupted.

The level of immortality explained there is not a "by default" one. Plato and other Philosophers are already conversing in a symposium with other people taking part in the Mysteries more or less. But this is never explained so lies to people + disinformation + not understanding these things = disaster.

The rainbow bullshit that people are immortal and perfect is crap from the enemy. This is to prohibit people from advancing and actually attaining anything. One is immortal and perfect already, so nothing to do.

If you are perfect or if you will become a vegetable what is there left to do? You can just sit and be a "soul immortal" biohazard. The other lie is that the soul is invulnerable to harm. Was it invulnerable, then how does magick even work to destroy? The Soul is not invulnerable unless it is a really elevated and powerful one, long story short.

This "Eternal Soul by default" bullshit is gross misinterpretation of other teachings. You will not be a dog or a fish next lifetime, nor a rock either. An essence of a person may end up in the soil as this is the atheistic particles view and its scientifically observed.

The way to Eternity is through spiritual practice as the way to health and longevity materially is through food and exercise. The interpolation and chaotic ideal of "Nature vs Spirit" idea is a jewish generated ideal to cause Gentiles to lose their soul and never advance.

All is Nature. All is Pan, and this is why the Ancient Greeks named the God Pan (Goat Man) with a name that means "All there is" or "Everything", as in everything at all.

We are part of Nature and never separated. All we do is within Nature, now and forever.
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